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Belief. Unity. Respect. Student Success. The foundations of QPSC.
Through these core values we achieve Student Success.
At the end of 2020 we celebrated Student Success and we can now share
with you what success has looked like for our students. In 2020, 9% of our
students have gained university entrance, 36% TAFE, 6%
apprenticeship/traineeship, 38% employment pathway (either directly or
through support agencies). We can also celebrate that 90 students received a
QCE.
Our growth in student attendance for 2020 is impressive. On average
student attendance (engagement) increased by 42% after enrolling in our
college. Improving student attendance will increase course completion rates,
deliver improvements in literacy and numeracy and improve their overall
success in the program.
Many of the programs we deliver in the school are funded through our
Investing for Success (I4S) grant. Without this
injection of targeted funds, these achievements
would be difficult to attain.

The QPSC community acknowledge Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people as the Traditional
Owners of this country throughout Australia, and
their continued connection to land and community.
We pay our respect to them and their cultures, and
to the Elders both past, present and emerging.

Looking forward, 2021 has been motivating and
we are heading in the right direction for
further success. Inter-campus rivalry has started
again with our dodgeball competition proving a
success and Bracken Ridge coming away as the
winners. Remember, call your campus leaders if
you have any queries or requests as working
together we achieve success.

TOWNSVILLE
It’s been a very positive start to the year at Townsville
Campus; a year of ‘news’ – new beginnings, new goals
and new challenges. Together we have commenced
2021 with many new faces and shared goals. One
shared goal is beautifying our surrounds, with
students tidying up, pruning and decorating our
gardens. We have commenced our new NAIDOC piece,
tying in the theme “Heal Country”.
Strong progress has been made on coursework,
literacy and numeracy, and we have introduced a
number of QCAA Short Courses, including: Short
Course Careers, Short Course Literacy and Short
Course Numeracy. We are thrilled at the level of
engagement in these new Short Course options, which
provide our students with points towards attaining
their QCE.

We have taken a very ‘hands on’ approach to numeracy and
literacy. To tie in with International Women’s Day, one of our
literacy sessions required students to undertake an inquiry
task where they chose an inspirational woman. Profiles
included: Mother Theresa, Yuna Kim and ‘my mum’. In our
Careers session we engaged the expertise of Cherene Booth,
Employment Consultant who shared employment tips and
tricks.
Our ping pong table is a hit and students continue to socialise
and compete during their breaks. The engagement and laughter
are wonderful! For Active Afternoon the highlight of the term
was participating in WNBL Fire Basketball Clinic at RSL
Stadium with some of the Fire players.
Students and staff were encouraged to don their orange attire
during Harmony Week to show their support for cultural
diversity and an inclusive Australia. Traditionally, orange
signifies social communication and meaningful conversations.
What a show of orange it was!

BUNDAMBA
What a great start to the year at QPSC Bundamba!
While there are still plenty of familiar faces from 2020,
our team has been lucky enough to recruit a number of
star players who are already settling in nicely. We are
continually hearing the success stories from our recently
departed students, with a few having dropped in for a
visit. A number of our current students are looking
forward to completing their studies at the midyear and are
justifiably

excited

about

finalising

their

QCE

or

Independent Learning Plan. Some say that the Bundamba
students are the QPSC “cream of the crop”. Admittedly, it
is us who say that. But there is no doubt that we have
some real talent this year and our work ethic has been
impressive to say the least.

In addition to our academic success, Bundamba has really showcased
some talent beyond the classroom so far in 2021. Those enrolled in
the Certificate II in Horticulture are underway and we look forward
to the garden beds coming to life. Bec has been running fantastic
“smART” (stimulating mindfulness through art) classes and her
passion for the subject is evident. The students love it and have been
producing some very impressive artwork.
Sam’s “Cultural Connections” lessons have also been a real hit and
everyone is embracing the opportunity to learn more about Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander culture. In particular, the games and sports
have become great tool for learning, as there is a strong sense of
healthy competition on campus. Tuesday afternoons have seen the
boys shaping up on their culinary skills and learning their way
around the kitchen. Some of the food has been delicious and boys
recently produced a batch of sushi that was restaurant quality. The
boys have also just built a kettle BBQ that will feature in food
preparation over the next few weeks.
The level of engagement in 2021 has been great and is a real
testament to the positivity of our young people here at Bundamba.
Not everyone is an artist, a chef or sportsperson. But everyone is
having a go and we couldn’t be prouder.

GOODNA
Team Goodna started 2021 by welcoming back familiar
faces, as well as introducing a lot of new ones. Along
with a bunch of new students joining us, teacher Nari
joined the team and brought with him a lot of cheesy
jokes and colourful shirts.
Here at QPSC Goodna we have been spending a lot of time
discussing pathways after school and all of the skills
required to be successful in those pathways. We have had
some special guests from different employment sectors
visit the students to share their awesome knowledge and
experiences with us all.

Pearl Feaunati from Challenge Employment dropped in
for our afternoon yarn to talk to us about making a good
impression during interviews. She had us all practicing
group interview responses, and helping everyone feel a
little more comfortable talking in front of a group, as
well as giving us some tips on how to dress for success.
Karla Hume, Indigenous Employment Advisor for The
Kmart Group across Queensland was kind enough to
come in and share her story of success with staff and
students. Karla is a local Goodna woman who pushed

It was Goodna’s turn to host the metro campuses

through the considerable barriers that she had in front

sports day competition. Five campuses got together

of her to become an important advocate for Indigenous
people to receive opportunities to work in jobs across the
Kmart businesses. Karla is also going to continue to
support all of our students to link in with employment
opportunities in Kmart.

to participate in fierce Dodgeball and Indoor Soccer
matches where we showed off our impressive sports
skills. Goodna did an amazing job but in the end
Bracken Ridge won the day with the top combined
scores. Congratulations Bracken Ridge!!
Even with the dreary weather nine students travelled
with Dan and Nari to Runaway Bay to take part in
team challenges that tested their resilience and
patience. It was great to see Team Goodna all taking
part and getting to know the other campuses. Thank
you to Bundamba campus for organising such a fun
day!
The

staff

from

Goodna

send

a

massive

congratulations to students for a really great start to
the year. We hope everyone has a safe and relaxing
holiday, and are looking forward to another great
term! TG.

INNER CITY
The Inner City Crew have had a wonderful Term 1. It
came with a number of changes e.g. 2 new teachers to
the campus - Damo and Tanya; one new SSO (but not
a new face to the campus) -Deb and new furniture!
Blue is the new Red!
During this term students have been working with
water colours in smART – a program that helps
improve such things as persistence, completing tasks
and being able to follow directions - all transferrable
skills. We have some very talented members!
Inner City is so fortunate to have a relationship with
PCYC Carindale where one afternoon a week we get to
improve our gymnastic skills and develop our abilities
on the trampolines. A big shout out to Sargent Dave
Beard and instructor extraordinaire, Mal.
All that training at the PCYC helped prepare us for
the intercampus sports day. The dodgeball and soccer
competition was strong but we stood proud. ** note to
self: Don’t under estimate the throwing arm of the
quiet student. Although some teachers were worse for
wear the day after (feeling muscles not used in years)
all Inner City students were fighting fit.

This term our campus hosted a First Aid course. If
anyone is in need bandaging or CPR we have a mere 18
students who are now certified!
We are so proud to announce that four students have
attained their QCE this term. We wish them the very
best in their future endeavours. We will see them at
Graduation 2021.

BRACKEN RIDGE
Term 1 2021 has been exciting times for students and
staff at Bracken Ridge. Like all campuses, we have
introduced new students and staff to the team. This
year we welcome a new teacher, Amanda, who has
joined us from Townsville as well as eight new
students. We’ve celebrated four birthdays on campus
and our victory at the QPSC Brisbane Campus V
Campus Dodgeball competition.
We’ve also welcomed Red Frogs and Breaking Free to
BR, who both had important messages to share with
students. Red Frogs presented on Safe Partying,
giving students some helpful strategies for ensuring
their own and others’ safety when having or going to
parties. Breaking Free delivered some really practical
tips on how to look after our mental health. Students
and staff were quick to notice that the tips that were
presented to them, aligned very closely to the Top 11
Mental Health Tips that the 2020 cohort of students
created.
A number of students also visited the Inner City
campus

to

complete

the

practical

training

and

assessment for their First Aid and CPR certificate,
which not only contributes to their QCE attainment, but
more importantly provides them with valuable lifelong
skills.

MOUNT GRAVATT
Mount Gravatt started the new year with two new
teachers and ten new students this term and it’s been
awesome to see the strong connections forming across
our new crew. Building trust and respect amongst our
students and staff has been a key focus of Term 1 and
we have been proud to see our students demonstrating
this inside and outside of the classroom this term.
Our Wednesday PCYC Streetwise Boxing program has
recommenced; with burpees, push ups and combos
becoming regular sweaty fixtures in our week. We
have

loved

seeing

everyone’s

positivity

and

cooperation in this space.
Our students have shown impressive team work,
communication and resilience in both our InterSchool Sports Day and our outdoor team activities (in
the rain!) at Runaway Bay. Delinah was ecstatic to
meet the PNG Hunters on the day and went home with
a massive grin and 12 signatures on her jersey.
All of the problem solving activities at Runaway Bay
seemed to transfer over to our Marshmallow and
Spaghetti construction challenge the following day.
As you can see from these photos, the concentration
was immense.

We had our first 2021 addition to the Wall of Fame this
term

as

we

farewelled

Elih.

Elih

successfully

transitioned into a Construction Traineeship and has
already adjusted to his 4am early starts! Here is a photo
of the great man supervising our team clearing the
garden in preparation for our Cert II Horticulture course
that begun this term.

OTHER NEWS

